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INTRODUCTION

1« The first part of the present report is_ designed to take stock of and evaluate

the progress made in the implementation of the main resolutions adopted by the

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UKCTAD) at its fourth session

held at Nairobi from 5 to 31 May 1976.

2. The seocnd part of the report aims at encouraging thought about the prepara

tions to be made and possible negotiating strategy at the African regional level

in connexion with the fifth session of the Conference scheduled to be held in

May 1979 at Manilas '

I. REVIEW OP THE IMPLEMENTATION OP THE RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED AT THE FOURTH

SESSION OP UNCTAD l/

(a) RESOLUTION 93 (VJ)i INTEGRATED PROGRAMME FOR COMMODITIES

Brief presentation of the resolution

3. Resolution 93 (IV) on the Integrated Progracno for Connoditibs hae no de«fct

been, if net the ncnt inportant rocoluticn,~at loact enc of the nost inportant ones

adopted at the fourth session of UNCTAD from the point of view of the developing

countries and in particular the African countries.

4« As far as its fundamental objectives are concerned, under the terms of the

above-mentioned resolution, the Integrated Programme is composed of two basic

elements: firstly a series of arrangements designed to stabilize and strengthen

: the markets for a range of products of export interest for the developing countries,

including bananas, bauxite, manganese, phosphate, cocoa, sugar, tea, coffee, cotton

and cotton fibres, hard fibres and their products, iron ore jute and jute products,

meat, rubber, tin, tropical wood and vegetable oils including olive oil and oil

seeds and, secondly, a common fund which would be the principal source of financing

for these arrangements.

5« According to the resolution, the international measures to be taken for the

negotiation of v common fund should include the establishment of an Ad hoc inter

governmental committee on the integrated programme and the holding a negotiating

conference on a common fund and negotiating conferences on various commodities

taken individually.

6* Concerning the modalities for the application of the envisaged measures, the

negotiating conferences on a common fund and on various commodities should be

preceded by preparatory meetings. It was envisaged that these preparatory meetings

should finish their work as soon as possible and at the latest by February 1978»

Moreover, the negotiating conferences should finish by the end of 1978o

1

l/ As this paper is being writtenj-UNCTAD's Trade and Development Board

its eighteenth session to consider and agree^ inter alia, on a draft provisional

agenda for the fifth session of the Conference. As soon as the outcome of this

meeting is known, it is proposed to prepare a supplement to this report in time

for distribution at the nineteenth meeting of the Executive Committee with a view

to analysing succinctly the provisional agenda against the background of progress

made in the implementation of key resolutions adopted at previous sessions of UNCTAD.
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in the implementation of the resolution

7* The Ad Boo Intergovernmental Committee on the Integrated Programme for... ,;

Commodities was established pursuant to decision 140 {XVI) adopted; by the
Trade and Development Board at the first part of its sixteenth session held

-inOctober 1$ 76V . ......

8, Between; November 1976 and July 1978, the M Hoc Committee met six times,

to consider all questions relating to the Integrated Programme, i.e« to .

co-ordinate preparatory work and negotiations, to deal with general policy

issues including product coverage and to co-ordinate the implementation of.

measures falling within the Integrated Programme.

9« However, very little progress has in fact been made in the implementation

of the Integrated Programme. In particular, it should be noted that not only". "

has it not been possible to abide "by the time-table for the preparatory

meetings on the various commodities but also the first two conferences for the'"

negotiation of a- common fund, which is presented as the corner-stone of the

Integrated Programme, have practically, ended in complete failure*

Slow pace, of preparatory meetings on-various commodities. ..

10. Despite many studies, the preparatory meetings on various commodities

taken individually have not produced any concrete results* Up to nowj, tho

preparatory work has not been concluded except in the case of robber, whewr

it was:decided that; a negotiating conference should be organized* :.■■-.

11. The preparatory" meetings and working groups have been constantly hampered

by indecision and uncertainty about what direction Wcf611ow«' Moreover, the

studies which had been commissioned to clarify'certain problems-have often

■teen used by'developed countries as easy ways of 'reopening questions which

were thought to have been settled and of delaying any action. At tne end of

July 1978, the preparatory meetings on two of the 18 commodities covered by
the integrated programme, bananas and bauxite, had still not been started^

Failure of negotiations on the Common Fund '■'"''■ :'''"■ .•■■■*■-•

12- The United Nations Negotiating Conference on a Common Fund under the

Integrated Programme for Commodities, which opened on 7 March 1977V adjourned

on 2 April 1977 owing to £ sharp divergence of opinion between the developing

and the other regional groups^ namely-the developed market economy countries

and the Socialist countries of Eastern Europe, wtth-Vegard to the constituent '
elements of the Fund*

13« Since the Conference adjourned, a number of organs have worked intensively,

In this connexion mention should be made of the agreement reached at the

Conference on .international Kconomic Co-operation on. 2 June 1977, according

to which a common fund should be established as a new entity to serve as a

key instrument in attaining the^ agreed- objectives, for the Integrated Programme
for Commodities; the welcoming of this agreement by Commonwealth Heads of:

Government at their meeting .immediately following the Conference; a report
of the Commonweatji, Technical Group as well as work done by UNCTAP. ,r ■■'■■ •■.■ .
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14* The .regional groups of tile Group of 77 met to' harmonize their *ospeetive

positions and to adopt a common strategy. Where the African region is concerned,

EGA, in co-operation with OAU and UNCTAD, organized a meeting on the Common

Fund at Arusha (United Republic of Tanzania) from.;.6 to 8 October 1977, i
38 States participated*

15» -The result was that when the Negotiating Conference resumed its work on

7 November 1977* the main issue which seemed; to.be facing the Conference was

no.longer whether or not the Common Fund should be created "but rather whftt

form it should take.

16. The developing and the developed countries however still held divergent
views regarding the main constituent elements of the Fund and especially the
nature and scope of its activities*

17 • Aoting on a proposal by the African Group.,the countries members of the
Group of 77, seeing the futility of continuing the discussions so long as

the deyelpped countries had failed to show the political will needed to give
direction to the negotiations, asked that the Conference be suspended on
30 Hovomber... Th£s motion of suspension was unanimously endorsed t(jr the r
Fegotiatin^ Conference. .: ... ; : - ■ ■ ■ - . '•■-

18. Th? MS°£ Pommittee, at,its fourth meeting held from 12 to 15 December
1977f and the United Nations General Assembly, in its resolution 32/193 of:
19 December I977, requested the Secretary-General of UNCTAD to undertake
consultations with a view to reconvening the Conference, if possible, early

** 1?7?

ly* In compliance with these, decisions, the Secretary-General of UNCTAD

held consultations with delegations and groups of delegations at Geneva and
visited the capitals- cf a number of States members of UNCTAD. Althou#i the

consultations, on wlipse results there is no substantive information, made

certain Governments more aware of the need to oreate a Common Fund, neverthe
less it appears that differences still exist on fundamental problems.

20. At any rate, in a resolution adopted at its sixth meeting, held from
10 to 14 July 1978, the M Hoc Committee requested the Secretary-General of —
UNCTAD, in the light of his assessment of developments and prospects arising
from previous and further consultations, to fix the date on whidh to reconvene
the Negotiating Conference : on a Common Fund. For planning purposes, however;
the Committed set apart the period 13 to 30 November for the Conference in r'
the calendar of meetings. The Committee also extended the time-table of the
Integrated Programme by one year, to the end of ,1979.

21. For thVjeime being the least that can be .eaicl is that the implementation
of the &te^ftrtre4 Frogramme, insofar as one can really speak of implementation,
has hardly lived: up to the expectations of the developing countries in general
and the Aifrioah ones in particular.
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&)- -HESOLUTIOIT 98 (jV.)i LEAST DEVELOPED AMQHG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES,
DEVELOPING ISLAND COUNTRIES AND DEVELOPING LAND-LOCKED COUNTRIES

Brief presentation, of the resolution

22. In so far as the least developed countries are concerned, the resolution

urged developed countries and multilateral financial institutions to expand

the flow of assistance to them. The developed countries and multilateral
financial institutions were also requested substantially to improve the terms

and conditions for financial and technical assistance, and, in particular, to
cancel the official debts of the -three categories of countries and to give

immediate and favourable consideration to providing highly concessional terms
of relief .for the^r other outstanding debt burdens* Action on special measures
was further requested in the fields of commercial policy, economic co-operation
amov* developing countries, shipping and promotional freight rates, insurance
and reinsurance and transfer of technology.

23. The Secretary-General of UNCTAD was requested to convene "a special meeting
at which multilateral and bilateral financial and technical assistance institut
ions can carry out, together with representatives of the least developed
countries, a general review and assessment of their requirements and progress
and of the problems arising in the co-ordination and implementation of
assistance programmes with the aim of agreeing on specific proposals for the
more rapid increase in growth and welfare in the least developed countries."

2**mJ^W*S f^rther ^cp^sted to strengthen the technical assistance activities
of UNCTAD in the planning and policies of the foreign trade sector of the least
developed countries and.to coordinate, as appropriate, with other agencies *
of the United Nations system, including the regional commissions. L

25. Specific action related to the particular needs and problems of' developing
island countries and land-locked countries was recommended in a variety of'
fields including transport and communications, air services, industrialisation
ana transfer of technology.

Progress in,the implementation of the resolution

26. '■ ?&e importance of this resolution for the region as a whole can hardly
be overemphasized.m.view of the great -number of African countries, no less
tnan 25, which fall into the three categories in question.

27. As regards financial flows to the least developed countries, measured in
terms of real value ger capita in dollars at constant 1976 purchasing power,

22L&£ fr°E ! ^ 1915 t0 m in 1976 COffipaMd tb « a^eraSe rise of
to ll dl ti $

£ ! ^ 915 m in 1976 COffipaMd tb « a^eraSe rise o
flows into all developing countries from $25.1 to $26.5 during the

same period. In terms of concessional flows, the drop was also relatively
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higher for the least developed countries compared to the average for all

developing countries. For the latter, the figure dropped from $10«7 i;o

&9»7i while, for the: former, the drop was from $14.6 i;o $11.8.. This

represented a total decline of approximately 19 per cent and preliminary

estimates for 1977 (in terms'of suohr flows to the least developed countries)
indicate tha*' the level of disbursements was probably little changed in

real terms as compared to 1976* 2/

28* In absolute terms, actual net QDA flows from DAC countries and multi- *

lateral institutions to the least developed countries amounted to £2.2 billion

in 1976, compared to $2.6 billion in 1975•' During the same period, similar
financial flows from the Socialist countries of Eastern Europe and China to

the same group of countries amounted to $125.4 million in 1976 compared to

$227.5 in 1975t while flows from OPEC countries amounted to $681 million in

1976| which Was almost the same as the figure for 1975* All told, the total
actual net oonoessional flows from ^,11 identifiable sources was $3*36 biliion
in 1976 compared to ©4*12 billion in 1975, while tbtal financial flows to tne

least developed, countries in absolute terms from all sources reached $3.8

billion in 1976, compared to $4.6 billion in 1975. 1/

29* In terms of finanoial flows from multilateral institutions, the World

Bank group (mainly through IDA and IBRD which allow for the most c<?ncessional
terms) increased their financial flows to these countries from 18 per cent of
total IDA allocations in 1969-1973 period to."33 per oent in 1974-0.977 period.

T&iff inoreaseT in absolute terms, was from $140 million to $460 million.

Allowing, however, for the rate of inflation during the same period, the three

fold inorease in real terms represented only 60 per oent between the two periods.

Hcwevery the 33 per cent share of n>Afs allocation to least developed countries

is expected to be maintained during the period 1978-1980. Total lending and'

commitments from both IDA and IBRD to the least developed countries, increased

from $896*5 million in the 1969-1973 period to $2,109.8 million in 1974-1977
period:in absolute terms. 4/

30. On the whole, total net financial flows into the least developed countries

in 1977 are estimated to have been around the same figuie attained in 1976,

which was lower than the 1975 figure (i.e. S3.8 billion in 1976 against ,
$4.6 billion in 1975). The figure dropped, almost proportionately, in terms
of concessional financial flows, the central theme of resolution 9& (iv)»

2/ TO/b/AC.17/7 of 10 July 1978.

3/ TD/B/AC.ll/i of 19 July 1978 and TD/b/aC.17/8 of 30 June 1978.

4/ E/1978/86 (Part II) of 16 June 1978.
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Suffice it to say here that if,, as has been called far, DAC members as a group

had achieved the aid target, of 0.7 of GNP in 19761 their net flows to the

least developed countries, assuming that the latter had maintained their, current

share of DAC members net flows, would have reached an approximate figure of „-.

S5 "billion against the actual amount of £2.2 'billion. For the Socialist countries,

the amount would have increased by $1 billion. Net flows from OPEC countries .

■' currently represent 1,65 per cent of their GNP. 5/ , ; .

31* :With regard to the debt problems of the least developed countries, it will

be recalled that the first session at ministerial level of the Trade and

Development Board of UNCTAD called for the realignment of bilateral ODA to
least developed countries on current prevailing; softer termssp as to allow for

an improvement in net flows of assistance to these countries* .6/

32. In so far as technical assistance is concerned, there is no question that

practically all United Nations agencies have given and are giving special

emphasis to the least developed countries within their over-all, programmes or have

set up special programmes for such countries. These include inter alia, PAO, ILO,

UNESCO, UNCTAD, the International Trade Centre, WHO, WIPO and, of course, EGA.

Thus, for instance, over half of FAO's new Technical Co-operation Programme

(TCP) budget of $13,6 million had been spent for the least developed countries
Tpy November 1977. .

33* In so far as commercial policy is concerned, the response to the resolution
has been so far very meagre. As is indicated earlier in connexion with the

resolution concerning the multilateral trade negotiations, the question of

special treatment in favour of developing countries as a whole, let alone for
the least daveloped among them, has.not been given any satisfactory answer so
far.

* ■

34» This obtains all.the more so in ttte case of the Integrated Programme for
Commodities, including the Common Fund, to the extent that the implementation
of the Programme has not yet. reached the stage where specific measures to
accommodate the needs of the least developed countries can be considered.

35* Pursuant to tne resolution, UNCTAD convened a special meeting of rep
resentatives of aid donors witli representatives of the least.-ldeveloped countries
which called, inter alia, for (a) the doubling of aid to the leaet developed
countries; (b) the expansion of their aid utilization capacity; and (c) improve
ment in assistance administration and management. An intergovernmental group
on least developed countries has been established within UNCTAD, as part of its '
permanent machinery. The latter is also executing a- UNDP-financed project on
the planning of the foreign trade sector in the least developed countries.

5/ TD/B/AC.17/7 of 10 July 1978.

6/ "External debt problems: Possible impact on the African countries
of the recommendations of the first ministerial session of the Trade and
Development Board" (e/CN«14/eC0 153).
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Other agencies have also set up special programmes or organs to deal with

the problems of least developed and/or land-locked, countries* For instance,
ECWA established a "Special act-ion programme" for such countries, while ESCAP

formed a special body for the land-locked countries. ■ ■

36. In so far as ECA is concerned, in addition to setting uj>; an Inter-.. .,

divisional Committee for the least developed countries in Africa, it has

carried out a wide range of operational activities of direct interest to

African least developed, developing island and land-locked countries* These

included advisory missions, training courses/seminars/workshops in various

aspects of international trade and finance, as well as specific co-operative

activities which "bring together these and other African countries within the

framework of the MULPOCs. Examples of the latter are the project relating

to the proposed establishment of a Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and ■

Southern African States covering four island countries, six land-looked

countries, six least developed countries and other member States belonging

to this particular subregion, and projects such as the Trans-African Highway

and the Trans-Sahara Road which cover both land-locked and coastal countries.

37 • Finally, the proliferation of special United Nations programmes and

bodies dealing with the problems of least developed countries has made it

necessary to establish a special ACC sub-committee to improve over-all

programme oo-ordination among the various United Nations agencies which are

active in this field.

380 All in all, while the tempo of activities concerning the least developed,

land-locked and island developing countries has increased since the fourth *

session of UUCTAD partly as a result of the adoption of resolution 98 (ET)V

the over-all results achieved so far undoubtedly fall far short of the targets
and.aspirations set out therein.

(c) RESOLUTION 94 (IV): DEBT PROBLEMS OF THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES^/

Brief preser Nation of the resolution ;v

39* In its resolution 94 (IV) adopted at its fourth session, the Conference,
in particular invited appropriate existing international forums to,determine-^'-;■

before the end of 1976, what features might usefully be discerned from past
operations, together with others that might be identified in the light of the ■

present situation of the least developed countries, the most seriously affected
developing countries and other countries in need, which could provide guidance

in future operations relating to debt problems as a basis for dealing flexibly
with individual oases}

1/ For a fuller view of this entire question as it affects the whole
region, reference should be made to the report by the secretariat entitled

"External debt problems: Possible impact on the African countries of the

recommendations of the first ministerial session of the Trade and Development

Board" (E/CNo14/EC0/l53).
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40. The Conference also requested the Trade and Development Board, at its

ministerial session in 1978f "to review the action taken in pursuance of the

present resolution, and requested the Secretary-General of UNCTAD to convene

an intergovernmental group of experts td assist as necessary in that task*

Progress in the implementation of the resolution

41. The first ministerial session of the Trade and-Development Board took

place at Geneva from 6 to 11 Maroh 1978. Before the session, the Council \.zA

met twice at the level of high officials to consider the report of an

intergovernmental expert group which had teen convened pursuant to resolution

94 (IV).

42. At the closure of the ministerial session, the Trade and Development

Board adopted resolution 165 (S-IX) on the problems of debt and development.

43» . tinder the .terms of this resolution, the Board recommended first that

measures should be adopted immediately to alleviate the debt burden. Such

measures would be designed to improve the position of the poorest developing

countries and in particular the least developed among them, which are facing

serious development problems and great debt service difficulties.

44» Concerning the direction of future operations regarding the recycling
of the public debt, the Board confined itself to noting the common elements

of certain fundamental concepts adopted in the various proposals made by the
Group of 77 and the group of the developing countries.

46. .Some developed countries, including Sweden, Switzerland, the Netherlands,
Canada, the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany, have already
taken measures to canoel the external'public debt-of some developing countries
and have decided henceforth to extend ODA in grant form to the least developed
and most seriously affected developing countries*

(d) RESOLUTION 96 (IV): A SET OF ^TERHELATED AHD MUTUALLY SUPPORTED
MEASURES FOR EXPANSION AHD DIVERSIFICATION OF EXPORTS OF MANUFACTURED
AMD SEMI-MAMUFACTURB3S OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Brief presentation of the resolution

47« The resolution deals with industrial development within the context
;pf trade in. manufactures especially in :regard to diversification^ access to
markets, financing of industrial development, transfer, development and
procurement of industrial technology for the benefit of developing countries.

These elements of the resolution were to be supported in their implementation
by industrial co-operation at the subregional, regional, interregional and
international levels with developed market economies, Socialist countries
of Eastern Europe and developing countries within the broad context of

international co-operation and the restructuring of the world economy for ..a
new international, economic, order. -■■..,
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48. In regard to improving access to markets in developing countries for

manufactures and senri-manufactures from developing countries, the resolution

paid special attention to the improvement of the generalized system of

preferences and the liberalization of tariff and non-tariff measures taking

into, account the special needs of the least developed countries.

49. The resolution also underlined the need for measures to increase the

capability of the developing countries to supply exports of manufactures

and semi-manufactures, and to eliminate or deal effectively with restrictive

business practices, including those of transnational corporations adversely

affecting international trade particularly of developing countries and the

economic development of those countries.

.50. It was further recommended that the decision to establish a system

of consultations at. the global, regional, interregional and seotoral levels

should be implemented expeditiously. UNCTAD and UNIDO were requested to

co-operate fully in these consultations.

Progress in the implementation of the resolution

51.. On the whole, progress, although significant in some areas, particularly

where action by international organizations was concerned, has been very elow«

At the international level, major activities in the field of international

co-operation in general and industry, in particular, include the Norths-South

Dialogue which, inter alia, covered natural resources, development finance

and technology. Related consultations and negotiations include the consultat

ions which have been undertaken within the framework of UNIDO in "the fields of

fertilizers, leather and oil seeds. ECA collaborated with UNIDO in the

organization of the regional preparatory meetings concerning the last two

products.

52. Activities of relevance at the interregional. level are those oarried

out in the field of technical co-operation among developing countries

including the UNDP-sponsored conference which took place at Buenos Aires at
the time this report was "being prepared and has a promising industrial aspeet»

While technical co-operation between Africa and other regions is limited,

it has actually been increasing significantly over the last few years.

Mention should "be made in particular of the technical co-operation arrangements

"between India and a number of African countries particularly in the develop

ment of the machine tools industry. EGA has also identified a number of

projects for possible co-operation between the African region and Latin America*

53. An increasing number of countries in the African region have continued

to develop technical and scientific collaboration with Sooialist countries of

Eastern Europe. On its part, ECA has recently made proposals to The Soviet

Union concerning possible areas of technical co-operation for industrial

development on the basis of projects approved by the Conference of African

Ministers of Industry held at Kaduna in November 1977 •

54. At the regional level, the fourth Conference of African Ministers of

Industry held at Kaduna, Nigeria, in November 1977 designated the Follow-up

Committee on Industrialization in Africa as the focal point for consultations

on industrial co-operation.
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55, Also at the regional level, EOA has undertaken a number of activities

in.the.field of industry which are either complementary to measures "being • ^

taken in other, forums and at the national level or are in direct implementation
of tfce resolution. Such, activities range from the reformulation of industrial

policies and strategies and other sectoral priorities as recommended by the

Conference o-.' Afrioan Ministers of Industry in the field of food and agro-

industries, building materials, chemicals, metal, engineering industries, to

industrial institutional development. With regard to the reformulation of -
industrial policies, particular mention should be made of the preparations

whioh have been made by EGA in collaboration with UNTDO and OAU to organize
a symposium on industrial policies for self-suctaining industrial development

and collective self-reliance planned for January 1979 f°r which extensive
preparatory activities have been undertaken and in which IBCTAD is also

collaborating. Relevant activities have also been undertaken within the context
of industrial branch development programmes in such areas as building materials,
chemicals, and engineering industries, food and forest industries, the latter

two in collaboration with FA0»

56, In regard to industrial institutional development, special attention
has been given to the development of the African Regional Centre for the' ..

.Transfer, and Adaptation and Development of Technology (see also the section
dealing with the resolution on transfer of technology), because of the key
'role of-technology in the field of industry and also to; the development of a

Regional-Centre for Industrial Design and Manufacturing as well as to the

creation of an African Industrial Development Fund in older to increase the
flow of resources for prefeasibility and promotional activities in connexion

with multinational industrial co-operation, especially at the subregional

and regional levels in Africa*

57* In implementation of these programmes, there has been constant collabora

tion between ECA and UUIDO and in a number of cases also viith UNCTAD and other

agencies such as FAO and ILO.
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/ \ RESOLUTION 91 (IV) ; MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS

Brief presentation of the

58O The resolution, inter alia, reaffirmed the need to avoid ^
inappropriate bilaterallSatiSTof the negotiating process in order to
preserve the multilateral character of the negotiations* Also, in
addition i-o urging the concrete and expeditious application in the
multilateral trade negotiations ot differential measles which would
provide special and more favourable treatment for developing countries
in accordance with the provisions of the Tokyo Declaration - it stressed
the need to ensure that lesct developed countries received special
treatment in the context of any general or specific measures taken in
favour of the developing countries during the negotiations* Moreover,

it underlined that in the sector of tropical products which Has recognized
as a special and priority sector, countries participating in the nego

tiations should aim at completing them by the end of 197&O

59. Attention was also drawn to the provisions of the Tokyo Declaration
according to which consideration should be given to improvemants in the
international framework for the conduct of world trade :nd to the

proposal to establish a special Grovp to this endo

60o Finally? the SecretaryOSeneral of UNCTAD was requostedy in

co-operation with the regional commissions, to continue to give necessary

technical assistance to developing countries to facilitate their effective

participation in ths negotiations©

61. Generally speaking, progress in the negotiations as a whole has

been very slowB It did not, in fact^ prove possible to conclude them by

the end of 1977, as was intended at the time of the fourth session pf

UNCTAD, and, at the time this report was being prepared9 it was still

doubtful whether it would be possible to do so even by ths end of 1978*

62. While discussions in some «"eas have advanced to the point where

the position of participants on w-iir. issues had beetle sufficiently

clear to permit the examination of concrete proposals^ nc tangible

progress has been made in others0

63O At the only meeting of the Group on Tropical Pr.-?riucts held in

1977p developing countries expressed grave disappointment with the outcome

of the negotiations in the sector of tropical products which was re
cognized by resolution 91 (IV) to be a special and priority sector and

took the position that the concessions and contributions which were put

into effect by developed countries with the exception of the United

States and a few others represented no more than a first' instalment

and that tlie Group should remain ia active existence 7vo review "the

further improvement of offers^
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64* In January 1978 the countries participating in MTW held an informal

meeting, which was considered tor.be the most important meeting since the

Tokyo ministerial meeting, to mark the commencement of what was supposed

to be the final.and decisive stage^of,the multilateral trade negotiations.

During this r^ssion the major, deveior^d countries expressed their intention

to conclude MTN by mid~July 1978 to*, ^rrr^c^ the sxchcnge of tariff

offers* Enveloping countries stressed tjie need to preserve the multilateral

character of the negotiationso .

65. By mid~Ouly 1978, the l&iited States p Japan and EEC^, along with j
Canada, New Zealand and Switzerland, without prior consultations with

developing countries^ adopted a joint statement entitled "Bramework of ;

Understanding", containing the necessary elements of the envisaged agree*- i

ment that might be elaborated in further negotiationso ihe , ramework of >

Ifaderstanding", admits^ however? that there is still no agreement on key '

issues that have posed major difficulties such as agriculture, safeguards

and subsidies and countervailing duties*, . |

66. Ihe statement indicated that the basis had bean laid for new codes [
cf conduct on customs valuation, go-ernmnnt procurement and standards*, f
Further, agreement had been reached on the aim of negotiating maximum
freedom of trade in commercial aircrafty parts and related equipment,, , :
The major partners still hoped to agree on a reduction of industrial , »
tariffs comparable to the 35 per cent which emerged from the Kennedy .".■>., f
Round, in spite of continuing dissensions over the Japanese tariff offer.
The main participants had also agreed on the principle that safeguards
against low-price imports could be applied selectively in the future.
As far as agriculture was concerned it was. agreed that ii spit© of
progress in bilateral talks betwean. EEC ;and the Ohited States on >^arm ,
trade, the conduct of agricultural trade should be based on a group of
principles yet to be worked out.

67a In bo far as concrete results achieved so far in MTN are concerned,
mention can or^.y be made of, tropical t oductsj in which . ome limited pro
gress was made* With regard to other ifliporvanv issues such as differential
measures in favour of developing countries, let alone for least developed
countrxes, on which resolution 91 (IV) had laid: stiess5 there is no evidence
of any concrete results,*

68* :; What seems to have happened so far is quite close to what precisely
the resolution had warned.against, when it reaffirmed the need to avoid
any inappropriate bilateralization of the negotiating process in order to
preserye the multilateral character of the negotiations, in the sense that
the major trading groups and countries such as EEC, the^United States,
Japan and ;a few other countries have tended, to seek and reaoh agreement
among thens-Ov^ .first and foremostr without due regard to the interests
of the participating developing countries, nor any prerious Qonsv,'feations
with them*
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69» As requested by the restftutltia)" faqilf WWTMJ MflU tnl lwSAUiiax
commissions have continued to give necessary technical assistance to
developing countries to facilitate tiieir offoctivo participation in the ■ '
negotiations, \'<Iri-so tfar< as ^EGA is concerned, its UNIB-financed^ African

^tg*"!**^^*^ ii close co-operation
with UNCTAD»s interregional projecir on the same topic,: recently oraanized :
an African Regional Seminar with a view to assisting in the technical ' '; '
preparations for participation in the liegotiation^ and working out common
^^'stands ■ therfedni"It hasalso been following closely the negotiations

on ^6 spot with a view to giving required assistance1 to participating member
fatates as the negotiations progress and keeping others fully informed of
developuentc through the publication of newsletters.

(£) .PSOWJTION 9^ (IV) t MEASURES OF SUPPORT BY DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS K)R 1HE
PROGRAMME OF ECONOMIC GCW)PERAT3DN AMONG

■■;\. DEVELOPING OOUN1RIES

a^ief presentation of the resolution - , ■ '

700 ;: The resolution essentially urge<i the developed countries and the
l^t(r£ Nations jSystem to provide, as and when requested, support and
^s^tance to developing countries in strengthening and enlarging their
nutual co-operation0

7U To this endj both the developed market economy countries and the
Socialist/countries of Eastern Europe committed themselves not only to
abstain: as .appropriate frpm adopting any. kind of measures or action which *■
could adversely affect the decisions o^ developing countries in favour of
the si^gngtening of their economic co-operation and the diversification of
their production structures, but also to support and facilitate the imple
mentation, of legitimate decisions taken by the developing countries in order
to ensure fv^filaent "P* their programmes of economic co-operation, fey t!
taking a number of concrete..neasui-es adapted to their respective economic
and social,systems,, ioe9, that of developed market, economy countries on: -
the one hand,and that of Socialist countries of Eastern Europe on ti»e-h
other hand*

72« international financial institutions were also requested to give, > ;:
their strongest support for the programme^of. economic coroperatipn among ., ;
developing countries, and the united Nations system^ including UNO? and VT
UNCTAD, was invited to strengthen and expand its capability to finance
and execute projects aimed at the prondtion and implementation of programae*
of economic co-operation among developing countriese
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Progress in the iiroleaentation of the resolution

73, Insofar as developed countries* assistance to support and
faciUtate the implementation of legitimate decisions taken by the
developing countries in order to ensure fulfilment of their programmes
of economic co-operation is concerned, only very few instances of such ,
assistance can be mentioned. Jh the case of the African region, these
include the financing by USAID of a study tour of the West African
Clearing House officials to a number of clearing houses in Latin America
and Asia, and co-operation on the part of Socialist countries of Eastern
Europe in the organization of another study tour also for the West African
Clearing House officials to clearing houses and related institutions

functioning in those countries* Another example is the setting up cf a

Regional Fund, within the framework of the Lome Convention, to finance
regional projects to be carried out among ACP countries. So far, however,

very few concrete steps have actually been taken in this direction.

74« All in all it is clear that such assistance by developed countries

has not been forthcoming to any significant degree nor in any systematic

pattern.

75» As for the United Nations system, the thrust of its activities in

this field has been basically to assist developing countries in implementing

the Mexico IVogramrae of Action. To this end, a number of steps were taken,
including the oottioc up of the IntexWigency Committee on Economic

Co-operation.

76. With the assistance of the regional commissions, including EGA,

and other bodies, two meetings on co-operation in the field of payments
were organized by UNCTAEW As a result, a Committee on Multilateral

Payments Arrangements and Monetary Co-operation has just come into being.

77. An interregional project on economic co-operation among developing

countries which it is proposed should be financed by UNIP is now in

preparation between UNCTAD and the regional commissions with a view
specifically to assisting in "the implementation of the Mexico Programme

of Action.

78. EGA itself has had consultations with both ESCAP and EO4 regarding
studies to be undertaken jointly on existing and potential trade between

Africa and their respective regions. It has also co-operated with OAU
in the implementation of the Declaration of Programme of Action on Afro-

Arab Co-operation. :
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(g) RESOLUTION 95 (iv> = flU™ RELATIONS AM3NG COUNTRIES HAVING
ECQJ&MIC. AND SOCIAL SYSIEMSj MULTILATERAL ACTION

POR LANDING TRADE AND ©GNOMIC RELATIONS AM3NG

COUNTRIES HAVING DIFFERENT ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL

SYSTEMS, IN PARTICULAR ACTION THAT WOULD CON^-

.. TRI3tfife 1$ DEVELOPMENT OF EEVEL3PXNR COUNTRIES

Brief presentation of the resolution ,

79o The resolution inter—alia invites 4evelopin£ countri^g;, Socialist.

countries of Eastern Europe and developed market economy countries to expand

multilateral forms of economic cooperation and to continue to study the

possibilities of9 and thereafter to implement,tripartite economic and

industrial co-operation, ,

80. . It also recommends that the Socialist countries, of Eastern Europe and

the developing countries should take appropriate steps to increase effectively

and substantially economic and technical assistance to developing countries in

order to assist them in their development efforts? . _ .

8l«. Finally, the Secretary-General of UNCTAD was requested inter^alia to

enter as soon as possible into consultations with :the countries members of

CMEA and with the CMEA secretariat, in order to identify trade opportunities

in favour of developing countries resulting from the implementation of

various multilateral schemes by the CMEA member countries. He was requested

further to convene in 1977 an intergovernmental' group of experts, in which

interested countries of all regional groups should be represented, to study

particularly the issue of a multilateral system of payments between the

Socialist countries of Eastern Europe and the developing countries* Attention

was also drawn to the need for the Secretaryi-General of UNCTAD to continue

and intensify the present technical assistance activities of UNCTAD in the

fields of training and the dissemination of information on questions of

economic and trade co-operation with the Socialist spuirtriea of Eastern Europe,

in close cooperation with the regional commissions of the United Nations0

Progress in the implementation of the resolution

Little precise xnformation is available on the magnitude of the

progress made in the field of economic co-oper.ation. between tKs Socialist

countries of Eastern Birope and developing countries since the adoption of

this resolution* All that is known is that in so far as 'several countries of

the region are concerned-^ such co-operation has increased appreciably^
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83« 3», accordance with the resolution, the Secretary-General of UNCTAD

undertook consultations with the countries members of the Council for

Mutual Economic Assistance. (CMEA) and with its secretariat, so as ,to
determine what trade possibilities would be opened to developing countries

by the application of the various, multilateral plans by the countries

aoabcre 01' CMEA*, V ,r . . ''",."

84• Following the consultations and in implementation of the decisions
of the Trade and Development Board, an intergovernmental group of experts

met from 17 to 22 October 1977 to consider the trade possibilities arising

from the multilateral plans of the countries members of-CHEA*/1'

85« The group of experts met for a second time from 28'November to 2

December 1977 to study a multilateral payments system between the Socialist

countries of Eastern Europe and developing countries,, ' ' {

86, These two meetings did not yield any concrete results* However,
the UNCTAD secretariat, in close collaboration with UNEP, the regional

commissions, including EGA, and the UNCTAD/GATT international Trade Centre,
is in the process of establishing an interregional assistance project for

the development of trade between developing countries and the Socialist

countries of Eastern Europe,, This project will cover the three—year

period 1979-1981.

(h) RESOLUTION 87 (IV) i STRENGTHENING THE TECHNOLOGICAL CAPACITY OF
EEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Brief presentation of the resolution

87# Within the framework of action to improve the institutional
infrastructure! and capacity of developing countries for the development

and transfer of technology, the resolution lays stress on action by the

developing countries, not only at national but also at subregiorial? regional

and international levels in an integrated and complementary fashion,

88. It welcomed, inter alia, the decision by the Fourth Conference of

OAU Trade Ministers and other African bodies to establish an African Centre

for the Transfer, Adaptation and Development of Technology and requested

OAU and EGA, in collaboration with other organs and bodies within the United

Nations system^ to convene a meeting of plenipotentiaries in 1977* *°

establish the Centre*;

IVogress in the implementation of the resolution

,89o ; The, recommendation concerning the establishment of an African Centre

for Transfer of Technology was submitted to the Executive Committee of ECA

and to the fourth meeting of ECAfs Conference of Ministers held at Kinshasa

in 1977o EGA initiated a series of interagency consultations to prepare

for the establishment of the Centre* As a result of the consultations, it

was decided to dispatch a mission to African countries to arrange for the
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establishment of the Centre^ Hie report of che mis3ionwas discussed

by an intergovernmental meeting of African au'jiisters in October 1977 ''■

wEch was subsequently subnu£J^$£ for discussion by/the .-African Pleni-

potentiaries at Kaduna in;ii^.^977o Ihe report, of the meeting of
plenipotentiaries was ^i^usf^d ,?ri4.endorsed ,by the seventeenth meeting
of the ECA Executive (^mmi^ee'heid ?,n Xate 1977c -'t was agreed that
an African Regional Cen/h?$;'for the Transfer, Adaptation and flsvelopment

of Technology should be established in 1978 and that the meeting of the

Council of the Centre would tako place at Addis Ababa iu Cctober-November

a978«, ^ie draft constitution of the Centre was also adopted*

H, PREPARATIONS FOR SHE FIFTH SESSION OF UNCTAD

scope of the preceding review and tentative assessment of the

4 extent to which the main resolutions adopted at the fourth session of

1 UNCTAD were implemented is of necessity confined to what is known at

| the time of writing0 In p-*.-?srJrwordsi such a tentative assessment is .!..,
,.-inaturaliy subject to developments that nay ? between now and the time when

the fifth sesaion of UNCTAD will be held? affect positively or negatively

the: implementatioi* of these resolutionso By way of illustration, !lt is

quite evident that;, if, in the meantime the Negotiating Conference on the

^ a-1 Common Rind were to resume as a result of the efforts currently being made
by the Secretary-General of UNCTAD and were able to overcome the'^existing

deadlock over the objectives, financing^needs and structure and sources of

f^nanping of the Funds the final assessment of the results achieved since

the-fourth session of UNCTAD, the outlook for *b.c fii'th session^-: ■aniif";"
. ^therefore, the question of the most appropriate preparations to be jntfle

4 " for it, would be quite different Than is likely to Le the case otherxd.se,

91* Subject to this, proviso., it is clear at this stage from the preceding

\ ^review and assessment that the extent to which the key resolutions adopted

V at the fourth session.of UNCTAD have been implemented has, on the Whole,

\\ been'very unsaticc.actoryo -It is also blear tnat the failure to imptefent
or to imp_ement adequately these i esolutions'-9 even fc»ien they were adopted

without dissentp stems primarily from the developed countries" unwilling
ness to do soc -■,■_ y ■;_:.;-;}■ .; ..:■. ':.. r ■."= ■"•' ' ' -' " ■ '/'' '"' '" . ,,'

92O On the basis of experience of the fourth and previous sessions of ,

UNCTAD, serious doubts may nrioe-as to whether the situation can be " .

exj>eeA^d to change radically in the case of new resolutions which night? be
submitted by /i^ie developing countries at the fifth sessioB^1 discussed at.;
^reat;.|Leng-lh wi^h.deT^elpped countries, and eventually adopted,, ^'^^. in.all
prd^ability raajor^.; -i-'icatinnto make them more acceptable to the'laTOsr , ,

;: 'countries^ ' " " . •'. ■ ■ ■ ■ • ,■.■■■■■■■
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93» In other words, unless a substantially new approach to the

negotiations is taken, there is a serious risk that member States,

along with other developing countries, may continue almost indefinitely

to invest a lot of hopes, efforts and resources in the preparation,

discussions and adoption of new resolutions, only to discover after

wards that most of these resolutions are not implemented or are

insufficiently implemented, as has happened in the past, I

94« There seems to be a need, therefore, for a critical reassessment of
the type of preparations that are usually made for UNCTAD sessions and

indeed of the whole approach to the negotiations that has been used so far

both at the African level and that of developing countries as a whole, as |
part and parcel of the current move for a reassessment of the objectives [
and modalities of African participation in international negotiations in
general. It : >

• ' . ■■"■". ■ ' ■" ■ : »

S5» Starting with the national level, there is obviously a need for ■ !
countries to continue to identify and define as accurately as possible the
national interests or objectives that they will want to pursue in the
negotiations, in the light of their peculiar circumstances and over—all
development requirements* In addition, each country may wish, perhaps
more rigourously than has been the case for previous sessions, to establish
due priorities among these various objectives, i»e* to distinguish as
clearly as possible between its primary and secondary objectiTOfl In
other words, there is a need for e&ch1 country, more than ever before, to
"internalize"its negotiating strategy and to be quite clear as to what it
is prepared really to fight for, what could be the object of some bargaining,
and what could be given up entirely, if need be,

96* As part of the preparations to be made at the national level, it
would also be useful if attention could be given to the kind of objectives
and strategy which each country would wish to be pursued at the African
regional level. These may be complementary to, or distinct from, national
ones. Whatever the case may be, tliere is little doubt that the final
definition of these objectives would be immensely facilitated at the
intra-African level, if already at the national level some preliminary
thinking were given to this question,

97« At the national level also, Governments may wish either to use
existing machineries at the interministerial level to facilitate exchange
and co-ordination of views among all departments (planning, treasury,
trade, foreign affairs, agriculture, industry, etc.)concerned directly or
indirectly with matters to be discussed at the forthcoming session or to set
up new machineries, as appropriate. Suitable machineries could take the

7/ See the note by the secretariat on "She African region and
international negotiations" (^/CN»14/BCX)/158) ,
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form of the standing committees for co-ordination of external economic

relations which have been functioning in a number of countries of this region

for soLte time« These would be all the more qualified for the task at hand

as they have been fulfilling the same functions for other types of nego

tiations such as those with EEC and can therefore be expected to have an

overview of the whole field of external economic relations0 Where this

type of committee does not already exist, Governments might find it advis

able to take advantage of this occasion to bring it into being or, should -

this not be feasible for one reason or another, to set up an ad hoc body ;

which would deal specifically with preparations for the fifth session of

UNCTAIV Whatever the case, what is most important is that a^l aspects of

the country's interest in the negotiations be brought together and adequately

represented in such a Committee, To ensure that it has the necessary political

weight, such a Committee would best perhaps be presided over by a Cabinet

Minister whose exact designation could vary from country to country© .

98O Such a Committee, from which national delegations to all the regional

and interregional meetings preparatory to the fifth session of UNCTAD and ;

the session itself could be drawn, would have to be supported by what .

could be a very small secretariat which would act as a focal point for .the

conduct of the necessary technical studies and general backstopping of ;

national delegations.

99J " A second key level for preparations is the intra-African level where

the regional African interests and objectives would need to be fully identified

and the negotiating strategy mapped out. In so far as the regional objectives

are concerned, they will need, like the national objectives, to be "internalized"

in *he sense that the identification and definition thereof should- be clearly

based on over-all regional development objectives and strategy as adopted

by the OAU Heads of State and ECA Conference of Ministers, 8/ As is the

case also for national objectives, a clear distinction should be made : ■

between prinary and secondary objective*? i#e* tnere should be a ranking of
priorities,

100. The strategy to be used for reaching these objectives should be

based among other things on a most careful assessment of the region's
strengths and weaknesses, as compared to those of the developed, world as ( ,

a whole, or to particular groups or groupings of trading partners from, the

developed world. What levers should be used to reach particular objectives

and hew far is one prepared to go to achieve these objectives? Tlhat are the

possible fallback positions? What finally could be the alternatives in case

of failure? These are some of the points which the forthcoming African

regional meetings might wish to consider at some lengthe

8/ See "Revised framework of principles for the implementation of

a new international economic order in Africa1' (E/CN*l4/ECO/9O/Revo 3)8
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101, Farther, to the extent that the African region is one of the

constituent subgroups of the Group of 77 which will in effect negotiate

at Manila on behalf of all developing countries, an appraisalj however

tentative it might be, may have to be made of the likely specific interests

and objectives as well as the strengths and weaknesses of the other

develop^-"*; regions in relation to the various topics to be discussed at

the global level I'he -^fso" ^r this is tbat- while vhe interests of the.

African and other regional groups in the Group of 77 may coincide and do

often coincidet this is not always the case and should therefore not be

taken for granted* Far from being of a potentially divisive nature, as

might perhaps be - thought at first glance, such a.-., ■nalysici could actually

help to strengthen the position of the Group j£ 77 as a whole, by making

-it possible to identify possible areas of divergence and cc^/ergence of

interests and thus avoid any rtisundei'strading or ambiguity as to what

can reasonably be expected by all the regional groups from, each other

in the course of the negotiationso

102, As far as the Group of 77 itself is concerned? the African regicaa

might wish to suggest that it should spend as much of its time as is .

necessary looking into the same kind of topics as have beeii jnantioned .

above, loec * VJhat ere the Group's primary and secondary objectives? What

kind of levers is it prepared to use to reach these objectives? How does

the Group assess its own strengths and weaknesses Y^^j-wte those of the

other side? What arej, on each major issue before tfte Conferercej the

possible alternatives to solutions being discussed within the framework of

UNCTAD? What solutions could be specifically worked out on the basis of

collective self-reliance between and among developing countries themselves^

at. the subregionalf regional and interregional .levels? What possibilities

are there of reaching workable agreements, ho?*ever liulited they might be in

scope; between the developing countries as a'whole.and groups of developed

countries$ on issues which could best lend themselves to this kind of

treatment? It appears to the secretariat thutr until th*5 Group of 77 is

ready to consider' these basic questions, with al^ the seriousitaas fchey

deserve, and start at least to provide"some" ojT fET" answers thereto^ there :

may not b " much hope of making more progress at the fifth session of

UNCTAD than at p7f#r??-&v*' «<*.-2sr.r>r.'s .■ .

103, Another major'Issue which the African region might wish to ;

consider carefully and bring to the attention of the Group of 77 as &

whole relates to the attitude to be taken with regard to the great number .

of resolutions that have bsen adopted rath or irfi-hout dissent since the

first session of 0NCTA0y: but have, none-the^lessj either not>£ceh

impleinented; at all, or hare been1 implemented only to an insignificant

degree. It it believed that? before trying to table noaplet^ly hew =■

resolutions, the Group of 77 nd.ght find it worlhwhiio to try and take stock

of the situation concerning previous renoluticss^ that i.r. to say to examine'

the precise extent to which the latter have been implemented; determine

which ones stand any chance of being-implemented in the iutore? and

eventually decide which ones are still vorth i'i3>.!:;:,j 5..t . i—;.' ':i - 'iat

way.
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104* This whole series of issues and problems is no doubt intimately

intertwined with that of the organization of the Group of 77 itselfo To

what extent would the Group> as it now functions $, and has indeed been

functioning since its creation t be truly able to come to grips with them?

lC5o This9 in turn, raises some basic questions about the permanent

machinery of the Group ioec how it works in between and during the

sessions of UNCTAEt What is at issue here is the extent to which, say,

the technical and logistic facilities at the disposal of the Group both

on a permanent basis and during the sessions 9 the mode of designation of

the spokesmen, the channels of communication both among and within the

regional, groups, and the decision-making process within the Group of 77

prior to arriving at the "compromise" or "package deal" with the developed

countries that usually emerges at the very end of the Conference, can be

considered to be adequate for the kind of objectives and strategies at

which the Group is aiming, or ought to be aimingo Member States might

wish to discuss these matters first at the intra-African level and try

to reach some conclusions before having them put on the agenda of Group
of 77 meetings*

1060 Lastly, to ensure adequate preparations, it might be advisable for
member States to. try and agree, even tentatively, at the iiv^Ta.-^Afcicoji

level. on definite mechanisms, venue and dates, for an assessment of the

outcome of both the Group of 77 meetings, and the fifth session of UKCTAH

Such assessment meetings, to be organized first at the level of each

regional group, would no doubt pave the way for the assessment to be made

by the Group of 77 itselfs following which precise decisions and directives
for the future could be worked out*

Concluding remarks

107© Neither the review and tentative assessment of the extent to
which UNCTAD resolutions have been implemented nor the analysis and
suggestion? made with respect to preparations and a possible new approach

for the negotiations at the fifth session of UNCTAD can be regarded as
exhaustive or final in any way. They are intended simply to assist member
States in considering some of the substantive issues involved and in

reaching some conclusions on how best to proceed between now and the
forthcoming OAU Ministers of Irade meeting which is due to take place
before the end of 1978, the ECA Conference of Ministers and the Group of
77 meetings which will be held prior to the fifth session of UNCTAD itself.




